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ABSTRACT
A study was undertaken discove the Fapact of

strategies .devised by the California Coa. tion for Sex Equity (CCSE
.

on reducing- sex bias ins schools.. .The str tegies (referred to as -

power- based strategies) Were based on id ntifyipg .key dedispon makqs
in school districts and enlisting their Support in-helping staff
identify -and reduce gender bias in educ- tion and, specifically, in

institutional practiceS to co. form to Title II.. The method
involved using. interviews and a pre- 04_ posttest: design to evaluate
Change among experimental. and control groups in reapOnse .to exposure
and/or lack of exposure to the sex equity strategies. The samplg =/
consisted Of .administratorS, teachers, students, and schOol board !
members: in 23 experimental and 13 control school .districts in
California. Interviews and test scores ,were statistically analyzed.

- Findings indicated that school? change .processes are discirderlyI,
"network strategies, such as those which focused on interaction
between teachers and idilinistrators, are particularly effective in,
implementing affetti#e and behavioral objeatived; districts reach 'a
threshold beyond which additional pro - equity training and services
result in diminishing returns: and the power -based strateqdes were
effective in combatting sex. bias in all ;3 school districts,
although, of course, there were differences in degrees of
effectiieness among school districts. the conclusion is that.all
school districts can benefit from power- based strategies to reduce
se$.1)ias and* in particular, those districts will benefit most which
designate the superintendent. or assistant superintendent to be .the
cps.E. liaison, in which, the teaching staff exhibits goOd- overall
morale, and in Which flexiblity is stressed over bureaucraty and red
tape. (DB)
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'SCHOOL SYSTEM R ASP NH TO PLANNED INTERVENTIONS TO REDUCE SEX -BIAS

Research Questions'
0

P

In 1978 the California Coalition for Sex Eoufty in Education (CCSEE

received .a grant under theidoMen's Educational Equiity Act to study.the

efiectiveness of/its qpower-based" strategies to reduce sex bias in public

education. These strategies sought labe praftical tools-for identifying

the key decision-MakeiNs in school districts, enlisting their support, modifying

their institutional practices.to conform to Title' IX, and wipning 'the Ihearts

and minds" of their staffs in the effort to reduce gender bias in education.

The research grew out of practical COncerns.garnered in more than three years of

work Wfth.sChoo-rdittricts i n Califorhta: What:kinds of Strategies were most
,!

-effectiVe? -.What Schoot. charadteristiics influenceltsj)Yropensity to change or ID

resist change- What features: of daily educational praCtice were Most malleable

and which-were.rost intracbible? ilost-important ofall what was the net

ect of the various wokshoOS. -seMinars, and technical assistance provided by

the member agenciei of ttie:California,Coalition for Sep Equity inEducation?

1

Were diiiricts any, ifferent as a result of their effOrtsT

It often is easier to pote research questions than to answer them. CCSEE

immediately recognized one fol-midable barrier to the solution of = its research

probleffs: Ao'measure of institutional sex bias existed. Without a measure,

how could one discern change? How could districts be compared to each other

or to themselves at different points in time? In.order to compare districts

on their Title IX compliance,. some common _metric. was necessary - -7 some

_/'

measure for "scoring districts'on,their Yeyet of cdmpliance. The ability of

aSEE to'answer.itsprattical questions 00.ut.the effectiveness of its "power-



based" ategies hinged on its abil measure changes:.in school district

compliance with Tit1 IX; hence, CCSEEI endeavored to build and validate ..

,a measure of institutional gender.biasi.

Even if one-were able to discern change in school districts using a theor-

etiCally 6ncremPiriCAll perfect measurmentinstrument, the' 'demons of skep-
.

. . _

ticismarg not easily exorcized.? One :Mutt anticipate the -possibility that

--'Measured-changes -are not caused by the powerbaiedgstra -es -00r-se, but: by.

.
.

some hidderr factors, -some prior characteristics of the di Strictt .While this

possibility -can -be limited, effectively -by sampling. strategies, it is' neverthe4_

less interestind-'and worthwhile to try .to -Collect data-on those prior
1. ..

characteristics. that might interact -with -acceptance of Title IX. !Hence,

CC EE al.ed attempted. to collect data on the ecological, organizational, fiscal,

- legal, sfylistiaci climatic, and "/special" factors that accelerate or impede%a

district's willingness or ability -to incorporate. Title IX's imperatives into

its ed ational practice.7.

Desi n of Research

The detailsf100r research sti.ALles were spelled out in earlier

'papers at AERA (Motonald, 1979), so I won't belabor the minutiae this morning.

In brief, we employed a quasi-experimental pre-post research design. A

Stratified random sample of California school districts was selected to

.participate in the study, and:assigned either to control or to experi ntal

groups. Experimental group districts received. the services of the CCSErs

power -b intervention strategies, control group di strics, did not. Pre-

.

andpos - treatment measures of Title- IX compliance were taken, and some

effor was made to record the .distrtcts '- statuses on exogenous variables th.at,
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might affect receptivity to ch nge The mews ui.e of Title X compliance i tsel f

was a detailed:interview guide, complete with p (ping- que tions covering

..
all .thes:-.-area._ w is. .districtS- are, -bk.-1aw supposed -trinvestig-Ste and.

'eradicate : gender: 'interview. procedure: called for -on -site .interviews

wi ttl teams of di s ri ct -"personnel,' broadly, ,representative of the Atarious "actors':-

in the IOCal educationar process : administrator:s , union' and non-union teather;
.

classified emplo$epsf studenti, and Members'. Each interview question

was accompanied by i.Guttmen scale epict.Ing: ttit ideal 'sequential seps that a

conscientious 'district' would -ta to !address

that Part cularquestioff. Th e scales

District -.has

e- equity questions raised by

e following general form:

en no steps. to 4ddress this",point.

District has.
by reviewin

behavior ;in this area
es, ,-.handbObks, etc.,

District urther investi d ts compliance in this area,

by colle ing and 'analyzing. aria ative data on patterns of

--partici ion enrollment, empPlo en, etc.

Dtstri t has acted`. to .rernov,e inequities identified in step
"B" a Ca-above.

Af ve action is in ev dence-- i.e., District'has removed

bar iers to -equity and a p -equity status-quo is in effect

Hende, the Gu

.

tman'stales assumed that -di5s-tricts'behaVed in a ional

sequential Recognizing that.,this

school dis ct processes ,. we he

Likert sc 'ling system. Under this systen each district was rated on a

5-point scale for its level of effort to comply. with Title IX ' s requ'irements

for ea h of the areas covered in the interview;. these scale ratings 'perraitteri-

ght be a Pollyannaish view of

-d. our.-bets -by devising an alternative

us assign compliance "scores" to districts while simultaneously investigating

their change processes through analysis of the Guttman scales

we scored by multiple raters ti promote reliability, and a

The-interviews.

li ative



validation of the results was ,sought on `site visitations -to a' sub-

sampl *if districts and through comparison to oth diagnAtic measures

where available).

The Zample

Using Department Education data on per cent AFD families itts

aged in

(arrayed in quintildt), we Selected our stratifiedsandn\sample of school

tripartite division) and on per dent minori enrollMentS

districts./ California has an abundance of small, rural elementary sthool

,districts.; to prevent thed from distorting the representativeness of our

sample, we allotted 75% of the sample slots to unified and union high school

-districts (found, for the ,roost part;
4

the urban -and suburban parts of the sta e

Even with a 100% oversample, however, we had difficult tine- sample.

.had the bad luck to be recruiting participants:into-our study- dprilpg the- summer of

1978, immediately following .the passage of 'Fxoposition-13. Distri s. were-
-.

extremely wary of involvement in any project, even if its promoters claimed\

that it would -offer. "free" services. The fiscal chaos-andAeneral ta tle-shotk

that beset districts during that-summer made recruitment extraordinarily

difficult. Altho h we had planned to have 0 -'experimental and .30

Control district?, .we only were able to enlist-23 experimental and 13 co trol

-di.stridts. A comparison of the chiraCteristics of California school dis
t.

and the districts in our sample appears in Table. 1.

-4-



1'AFDC

1 ,(high)

2

3 V w
N

Distribution. of Cali orni sSchool Districts
AccOring- to Two Stratificatton'..VariableS.-

% Mina ities

(high) 2 .

136 -77 55

39 '96 "85

=26 32 68

205. .. .208

1

100

204

-5

38 349

63 344

123 349-
g

224 1042

DistrictsZelected Into Sample, By:Stratification Variablgs

AFDC
Treatment

1142.11211-1Iy Enrollment

Total
AFDC

1. Experiment &l 2 2 7

(hi-- ) Control 1 0. 2 1 4

Experimeytal .1 '4 3 .1 0 9

Control 1 2. 0 1 `2

3 ,experimental 0 1 2 3.

(low} Control 0 '1 1

Total ty_

Experimentki-
Control

-5-
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Although oar sample was generally representative of the ethnic -and socior

economiedtversity of California and thought its randomness allowed it to be

s puny size presented statistical problems..

One cannot S ely generalize f smell samples. Nearly all statistical

techniques deMand. considerably large-rsamples,_and.smaq-samplet usually.

never allow- the investigator to control for exongenotis.variables. These

problem were not fata A sample::so-nearly purely random,-.

tflOugh small, can suggest thetausal- relations' one would likelyfind_ :1h a

larger sampIe';-. Though.the.Size of:the sample :1W-* the statistical

arsenal on which we could daw,.we fought our-analytic battles with -all

available weaponry. (Excuse the martial metaphor). Ours key results follo

Efficacy qfthelleasure of. Institution& Sex Bias

The details. of bur validation proCedures have been detailed elSewhere
4 Aef.

MCOonald, 1919; Mahon andOeteripin,_1981), So 4-11 --be_brief here.: Suffice

say that -our Procedures.rested on three pilla'r5: (1) assessment of inter-

'..ikert-typejatinps; _(2) qualitative CompariSon'of

Likertscale resillts.to-Observations made in verification site visits and,

where available, byComparison to.reports from other indepAdent data

collection efforts); 3) scalogram analysis of the Guttman scales. The

first _two procedures convinced us that; for the most,part the Likett Scaling

was accurate. I'say "for the most part" because-the scores for three
r-

districts (two experimental and one _ont4o1 ) could not be reconciled with the

qualitatiVe data; as,.-aresult, these three cases were dropped forit'further
,

analysis. For-the remaining 33 cases, .however, Likert scale scores. agreed,

sukstantially with written reports on district status, with data from un-

N
'obtrusive observations made during verification site visits, and with other



independent sources data on the,districts). Furthermore,-independent

Likert-type ratings usi g the tige recorded interviews as con stimulus

led to a high degree of agreement on ratings 42).7 .Herice, we rock the

Likert scale scores tPbe.an accurate reflection of the
sra

Title _X pompliance.

status-Of the 33 districts remaining in_the,sample.

If our Likert scalingjwocedure passed,its tests withe lying colors,

our Guttman scales flunked miserably. By applying the stringent

conditions of-the Goodenough technique 6f scalogram analysis to the complete

Guttrhan Scale items4 not one of our 40 interview-related scales displayed

adequate sequential -cumulative structure. In other.wors, none of our

Guttman -like items me=t our scalability.criteria. Three general explanations

for this:are pladsthlg.

(1) School change cesses might themselves
u

nonsequeritial.7.

The wording of the- scales might have erred by being too detailed

derly and

with more scale steps.than*are needed to capture

.district transitions), Alternatively, the scores might have. is-

specified the actual compliance step_ taken-by the districts, or

they might have mis- specified' the sequential &V .in which those

..changes take place. Any of these scale misz.specificatiOns could-

have led to,the erratic scale-item Correlations,that our analyses

obtained.

Despite our elaborate precautions in thg training of interviewers,

,ourfield,staff might have been confused about the mechanicS of

the scales.'
_

In particular, some interviewWrsirate-s might

failed to realize the idportance of checking all applitable-

scale items--- not just the "most applicable" or the "highest



.

applicable" itemiS; This. problem d:-have. been exaterbated by:the..

cumulative. presumptionS-'IMplicit in -thel wording of some Scale, steps

(e.g. -"Based on the -steps taken in lb' and 'c' above', dittrict

has. Any of thete problems might have led interviewer/.

.raters to mark fewer scale items -.than tvere, in fatt4.-relevant----

thereby- yielding high modal- response that increase the minimum

4Na-rginal -reproducibility of the scales but, by implication, depr

the coefficients of scalability.

Further research would- be needed to:disentangle:the, puzzles presented by

our Gutman scale responses.- In particular, -it would be worthwhile to try a
I

variety of scale wordings and formats in school 'districts, using similar

qualitative ,validation procedures to assay, ti'4 accuracy of the responses. This

could be accomplished. efficiently and simply .without the elaborate 'pre-

,

post random Sample'desiNgn employed in this- .study. ittands, hoWeVer, we

cannot determine with any certainty Whether our Guttman. scaling attempt failed

because of our -scale construction and implementation, or becauSe school district

change processes really as helter-skelter as our results:Would suggest,

Did the Planned terventions or "Power-Based- -rate- i-s

hell Districts C m 1 with Title IX?

reciabl

As I have already noted, the analystwork`ng with small samples has an

extremely limited repertoire of statistical- techniques at his or her disposal.

Even if the mean score differences between experimental and control groups_were

gute large, our sample was too smelt to perform a Ttest Of difference in

means. Fkirthermore, our mean score's were swamped by th largestandard

deviations, and scatterplotsrof our univariate-iscore distributiohs showed lots .

exotic shapes but no friendly bell-shaped curves- --Hence,. there was -absolutely:-



ho'basia- or assuming the normalcy of the underlying estribution (although-
,-

larger sample, indeed, may have shown normal tendencies) Pur solution
= ;

away to use thk,n0n7parametrip.Mann-Whithey U-teSt where'actdall'sCores are

discarded. in favor.of.the score- rankingsi thus providing .a test thatis not

affected bMkewness or ono other distributional peculiarity (i.e,

bution-frees test)..-'-As such it is net distorted by extreme_scotts, and it has

demonstrated high asymptotic relative efficiiency (relative, that is, to the T-

test),''even when samPles are small and populations are not normal (Wonnacott
N

and Wonnacott, 1972). In effect, then, we tested for the differences in score
I .

rank between the experimental and control groups, prior to treatment and after
a

treatment. also tested for rank differences in gain scores, amore

contervativa test that, standardizes. for any initial score advantagesenjoyed by

- districts,

We found that, at the outse rue -to our sampling intentions, there were

no sigAifttant 2corerank differences between the two groups. Werdid

detect a .slight (non-significant ) difference in the area of athletics,

.. .
1 .. -:

was to .the advantage of the experimental groups- control group aistriCts-

were slightly more compliant i this area-- than were experimental:groups:- -,.

but it



Tablet

Mann-Whitney 0 -Test for Differences Between
Experimental .and COntro) Groups,_P e,TreatmeAt

ean Rank

Title X Dimension ,. Control Experimental 0 2 '2-Tailed
A=12) (NI21) .. = P4alue ;--1.-

I

,Access to Courses ,a 16,96: Teo- 125,5 -0.019 985

Non tademic Courses 16:87 7:07 -124.5 -0.056 .955.
..- ,

--.Physical2Education 17.12 16.93 124.5 -0:056 .955

'Athletics 29.12 15.21 88_.-5 -1.404 0

Employment. 17.58 16.67_ 119.0 -0.252

Minimal Compliance -15,83 17,67 .112:0 526 99
'

Tote core.

`(All Dimension). 17.00 7 00 126.0 0.000 1:000

A'year and a balflater after receiving training and:technical asSistance'.

from CC EE,- the experimental"group districtKad improved its score rankings

to such an extent that statistically significant fferences existed in. the

areas' "access to courses ' "physical' education," "employment," "minimal

compliance ,° and overall "total score" on Title IX compliance. (See Table



1

-Table 3

.Mann-Whitney U7Test f for erences Between
Experiment Groups Post-TreatMent-

,.

Mean Rank
411* 2-Tailed

J

1itle IX Dimension Control Experimental P-Value

0

Access to. Courses.

Ndn-AcademicActiyi

Physical Education

Athletics

EmplOyment

Minimal Compliance

Total Score
"o (Ail -Dimensions

(N=12)

9.50

12.83

11.79

4.50

12.33 -

12.21

9.83

(N=21)

21:29

19.38

19_98

'18.43

19.67

'19:74

21.10

36.0

76.0

63.5

_96L.0

, 70.0

68

40.0

-3 369

-1.872

-2.340

-1.23

2 6-.09

-2.160

-3.218

.001*

.061

.019*

.2611

.036*-

.031

.001*

The.dtfference between-the two groups in the area of-"nOn-academid.activities"

Dearly attained the .05 criterion leVel of statistical significance, but

.short. The experimental group districts did not overcome. their

initial disadvantages in athletic compliance enough to, at post--treatment,

be significantly ahead Of the control_ group districtsAn. this area.

The best test of the effectiVeneSs of the intervention startegies, however,

is found not in a'stitic,time-freeze comparison of the two groups at any

particular point In time, but in a comparison of their relative progress over

time Table 4 shows the results of a 1,1test of rank -order differences in

gain-scores the dtfference between pre-treatment and post-treatment scores

between the two groups.



Table

Mann - Whitney U-Test for Differences in Gain Scores
Between Experimental and Control GrbuO-t-

Title IX -DimensIon ContrOf

Mean Rank

Experimental 2-Tailed
(N.12) (N.21) P-V-alue

Access to Courses 10.75 20.57 ' 51.0 -2.807 .005*

Non:Academic Courses 14.50 18.43 96.0 -1.123 .262

Physical Education
,

11.79 19.98 63.5 - 2.339 .019*

Athletics 12.79 19.40 75.5 -1.890 .059

Employment 11.92 19.90 65.0 -2.283 .022*

Minimal Compliance 13.79 18.83 87.5 -1.451 .147

Total Score
(All Dimens'ions)

10.83 20.52 2.0 -2.769 .006

Here we see clearly. that the intervention "treatments". led to significant

gains in the areas of "access to curses," education," and "employment,"

as-well as in the. overall sum of,all dimensiOns ("total. compliance") We

d d not obtain. sizatlle experimental group gains in the areas of " "minimal

compliance" and "non-academic activities" The absence of noteworthy

gains in the former area probably stems from the fact that most districts

had nearly all of their minimal compliance requirements before becoming

involved in.: the project--,- hence they had little room-in which to

improve in that area. The lack of .improvement in experimental group complianoe

P'hon-academdt activitie " probably testifies, to tftedifficulty of effecting

(and:measuring) change in his most amorphous area of school practice.



.What Other Factors, Affect District Res-on_se_to, Interventions?

Our use -of the Mann-Whitney U-test,. white statistically. defensible, limited

Us to the-dichotomous question of whether there was: 'any difference between the-

two .gr0ups. To probethe. more sophisticated questions:we resorted'to a

.procedure r Which no purely,statistfcal case canbe made. Since any

to xamine the simulanec:v effect. of three- variables.on'only 33.

cases resats in very small frequencies in table tellS,.we could make no grandiOse,

cIaimsthat our sample justified Statistical Inference to the universe of'scho01,

systems in California,much less the-nation. Our data, however, did 4pear- tb

be fairly good and,our sample- unbiased .: Although- our smallsample size made our

analyses. extreMelyvulnerable to- sampling error the presumed absence of

selection bias suggested Our dates ability to whisper real causal relations

to the.attentivepar. So we took the leap pf s atisticat faith- and emplo)ied.

a-variant of. D,systems4nalysis, a .procedUre-- fq the analysis .of categorical.

data by which one can makestatistital inferencis with proportions and-model:

causal relations .among categorical variables (D Vis, 1975; Davis, 1976; GoOdman

and Magidison, 1970. The-Confidence intervals in D-systems are Sensitive'

both. to the extremeness of the proportion di_ ences and to the marginal

frequencieS e thernarginal sample sizes). ur sMallsample size, taken at

face value, would have led to Confidente inter als that would have swamped even

the most extreme differences in proportions. '-HoWever by making:the very'.

optiOstic assumption that the sample was not biased and that the addition

of more cases would, have yielded, more-of lest, the same results, we were

partially freed from the paralysis,-of our.smaltsample-siZe. In short,

though.we analyzed actual proportions and marginal frequenciese computed

confidence- interva s based'on.a. fictitious Oplifitatio of our table cells-_

by a factor of ten. Using this artifide,isdme differences in proportions



became salient eugh to prot ude beyond their confidence intervals; drily.

D:s*that met this. arbitrary criterion were modeled in our linear floW

graphs. V iances-were computed on the-assumptions of a simplre random
._

sample, g a sigma value of 1.96; Chisquare tests for the significance

of table interactions were computed, based upon the same artificiAl en-

-largement of-table cell frequencies, and signffiCant interactions were'desig-

nated on the linear flow graphs. Of course, the actual differences in proportions

were not affected by the arbitrary inflation of the table cells -only the

A

confidence intervals were made smaller. This procedure does not permit any'

4

stOistical- inference. as trbe 0-systems analysis would); rather At,served as a

sorting device by-Which we might identify the most salient effects. There are, no

doubt,' dTstrotions in this procedure-- partidularly since the empty cells

that remain empty when:multiplied.b. 1Q would probably' have at:least a few

cases in them in an actual. Sample of 330 school--districts. Hopefully the quality

of our small sample minimized the. pernicious-s,effects of these' distortions.

Having. confessed this rather unconVentidnal'statistical solution to the proble0

of small - sample paralysis (and duly warned readers- about its limitations),

I procee to our substantial findings.

Modified D-systems analysisallowed u_ to see whether there appeared to
,

be any relations.hip between the Specific services'provided to districts and

their specific-areas of score gains in Title IX compliance,- indeed there was

a striking correspondence. Except -the'areaS. of-"non-academicia.c.tiVities"-

and 'hemployment,",distriets gained in the particular-dimenions of4Title IX '-

that their specific .interventionservices f m CC EE had addressed I see /

thisas further evidence of-the effectiveness of, ntervention services

Provided by CC E

-14-



A comparison of the, efficacy of different service stategtes was not

particularly illuminating.sihce no. single trategy (e.g. diagnbsis, legal

.pressure,.consciounessraiSing workshops, etc.) was associated with score

gains. This suggests that all approaches are equally advantageo0s. The notable

exception, hbweVer, was the "resource linkage/networking" strategy-- an

approach that clearly emerged from the pack and demonstrated greater effectiveness.

Our data did not permn discernment of the functional relation between
.

services and gains, That,is- to say, our data were.Much too thin to allow us

toll detec4 t linearity', "threshold.effecis, or the like. 'However, most of the

' I

tTbular.relationships-between service and gain scores were free from statistical

.

,

friteractionsr(ie.-theAlrection of the,e4ects was consistent }. This at-

least whispers the poSsibility of Some linear effects. *Weyer, our results
_

also suggest thgt,interventions may have 'threshold effects ". Those
:

districts that had had considerable prior experience with sex equity projectsi for
-0

the most part, did not register significant gains during their tenure in this

steady This result suggestS that, after initial expOsiJre to- pro-equity

training gnd.technical assistance, districts-reach a:threshold beyond which

additional services aregreeted by dimihishing return

1

t Our review of exogenous factors affecting djstriCt acceptance of Title IX

Was of course the'aspect of the study most severely comprotised by our sMall-

/- .

Sample1size. -However, amidst all of the'qualificathm.and conditions, a few

cautious conclusions can be advanced. First and foremost, it appears that:,

the treatment effects detected by the Mann-Whitney U-test Survived virtually

all controls introduced in the D-systems analysis. That is to say, the

differences between the experimental and control groan were not due to any,

hidden or exogenOus faCtors, nor to compositional differences.between the-

groups. Furthermore, the D-systems analysls confirmed our hope that our sample



W4S Unbiased in most substantively important respects.

Our D- systems analysis also permits us to draw a composite ske 0 of the

"high impact" districts (ie.- the districts that tended to make the greatest

strides:toward Title IX compliance). Demographically, they were:

.12-elementary scheeliAtrict
--- smaller districts (in terms of number of shcools, numb'

employees, and average -daily attendance)
---non- metropolitan districts.
--districts that had not had any prior contact W4111 pr

training_and technical assistance programs.

When we gonsidered the 'internal Title. IX compliance str

impact" districts, we that they were:-

that had
Superi tendent t e the liaison-to CC EE

---districtsj4:which the -Title IX officer had flexible ( d- time
commitments to her of .his Title IX-duties.

equity

uresf the "high:.

esignated the Superintendent or the A si ant

The "high-impact"-diStrfcts also were:

A

,-

- -- districts that had endured.relatively little.Yiscal trauma
result of Proposition 13!s revenue reduCtionS

- -- districts that were marked by'flexibility rather-than by
cumbersome bureaucracy and red tape

- -- districts in -which the teaching staff exhibited good overall Mdrale._

as a.

similar composite sketch can be drawn for those distr:icts that declilped in

level of Title IX cempiiance (ie. had lower post-treatment co pl lance'

sceres_than they had at pre-treatment ) these "decll " -distric were:.

district._ that serve,more affluent neighborhoods
--districts that de'signated a person at the sub - cabinet level 't

serve as-liaison to .CCSEE.
--Ldistricts -that are burdened by cumbersome "red tape.-

Finall', our Drsystems ,analysis shows that the group of districts that

neither improved nor worsened (ie. the "no change" group that remained

virtually stationary during the two years of the study). were characterized ,by:

- -- considerable -sex equity activity prior to CCSEE-

--having had grievances filed during participation in the study.
k
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While these:findings do not deserve our endless confidence, hat* are

strong enough and consistent enough to warrant our serious con id ration and

distussion. No study can provide results.formidable enough td justify bland

acceptance.or termination of furthe questioning. Hopefully, this study

will have the opposite effect-- the opening of new avenues of inquiry by

both sex-equity researchers and practitioners. With diligence and a

ittle luck our efforts will, in the long runAe.so enhanced that on
*I=

each future occasion when a consultant walks into an inservice training

eting, a-.board room, or aipi ing fieldo the groundwork will have been

laid for a s'uccessful1endeavor. Armed with better knowledge about our

audiences, we ,may hasten the arr val of that new morning in America when

equity!'forall people is not'a hollow promiSe, but a reality.

-17-
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